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I.INTRODUCTION

In the paper [10], D. D. Stancu has introduced and investigated a linear

operator p"1') which maps the space C[0, 1] into itself and is defined by

e;") Ðt") = å w 
^,r(x;Ð f (Ð,

,t=0

where
k -l m k -l

. Irl ll t"+va) l[ (l-'x+¡ra)

w,.r(xi")=[*Jm,
cr being a parameter which may depend only on the natural number m-If u is non-

,r.guti*, fhen these operators preserve the positivity of the functionl We remind

thit w,,o(.;o) are known as "the fundamental poþomials of Stancu" and, by

using the factorial pov/ers we can write

w,.*(xi", = [;) 
trk' -ar(l - ¡¡t'-t'-ar 7 1tn'-c]'

It is easy to check the following statements, P;"' I interpolates the ñmction

f atthe extremities of the interval [0, 1]; for c¿ = -l I m, the operator becomes the

Lagrange interpolating polynomial corresponding to the equally spaced nodes klm,

k = 0 , m;for û, = 0, Pjtu coincides with the classical Bemstein operator.

In the next section we shall present some basic results connected with these

operators, which have been established by D. D. Stancu and several other authors.

fo tn. last part of the paper we shall deal with certain linear combinations of

AMS Subject Classification: 4l A36.
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Stancu poþomials which under definite conditions, approximate a firnction more

closely than the above polynomials.

2 a st'RVEY "HfåläÌ'if,Ï;U' coNcERNING

Firstþ, we remark that, by using a probability distribution which is

connected with the Markov-Pólya urn scheme, a probabilistic interpretation of the

poþomials P;"' Í has been given in [11].

In [10], Stancu has established a relation between two consecutive terms of

the sequence e;"1-Ð,a ) 0, which involvês the second order divided differences

e},i>,î)(x) - Q;"t î) (¡) =

I (-' (x+vo)(t-x+m--v-tc-¡ .lv v+l v+l.rl
-----:- \ 

-wm-t.v1x;(I)¡ 

-r-:- 
^@-D 

4- O+^a)(l+-*-1") ¡m m+l' ^ " l'
This representation has led to the study of the monotonicity properties, as

follows: if/is convex (concave) of first order on [0,1], then the sequenc" e;"> "f \
is decreasing (increasing) on [0,1]. By using the beta function, the author has

proved that for a > 0 and every .r e(0,1) the following identity

wr.r(xi"r=(;) W
holds. Consequently, Pj") canbe represented by means of the Bernstein operator

.8, according to the formula
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Furthermore, Stancu has found various representations of the remainder tenn
Rf'l =.f - P;">.f. We quote here rhe following formulae [14]:

and

ßf) n ot = -43lffrr^., ,En.z ¡E^,,i .f l,

where \,,,1,,2,\,,2 ffia distinctpoints on [0,1].If we assumethat f eC210,l¡,

we can obtain the relation

Gft n o¡ = -431ff t,, rl^r, (, e(0, r),

or an integral representation

(rR "),/)rrl= i(RÍ')v, )(t)f 
,,(t)dt, v,(l)=(x-f)*.

0

Under the hypotheses 0 < a=a(m) -+ 0 as m-+ @ and/possesses a seeond

derivative at a point x e[0,1], an asymptotic estimate of Voronovskaja type was

given

*f, Ðr,r = -f1| *r\;*r 
r,, rù *1fP,

where rÍÍ)(") tends to 0 when z tends to oo. According to paper [13, p.36],
the result is also valid if d" = a(m) is a non positive number so that

-mu(m)le, where 0(e<l/2 and xe[e,l-e]. If we further assume that

mu(m)-+a,a>-t/2, then we can unite ]*dÍf*)-e;")fi(¡)l=
-(ll2) (l+a)x(l--r) .f "(x).

Under the hypothesis that/has the derivative of order 2p at x, Mühlbach [8]
obtained a gøneralizatron ofthis result.

Mastroianni and Occorsio [5] studied the sequence (P<d)¡¡{e) of deri-

'vatives of order p (O<p<m) of e;")Í). For f eCp[0,1] they proved

,li:(PJ')"/)(o) (r) = ¡o) (x), 'where .r e[0,1] and a=a(m)=o(m-t), The

same authors [6] introduced and investigated the iterates of Stancu operator,
defined as follows

(p,,Ío))n = 1, (p;"))' = 
p;"' , (p;">)i = pl") (rj"r;r-r , j >1.

2
3

m_l

ePÐ(")=--à vn-1.k1";a¡[", *,Ttr]

(1) gj"t ¡¡çx¡=
l-t 

-l(l-/)' (8,Í)(t)dt, x e(0,1).
I

I

I
0

I-¡
ta

B

Concerning the estimate of the order of approximation, D. D. Stancu has

proved

i)if Í e C[0,1], then l-f @)-e."> Ð(x)l<J<o(/,ð),

iÐ if / ecr¡0,11, then lÍQ)-e,ù.Ð1r¡¡<Jacoi Í',õ),

here ô = {(l +az) l(m+am)\tt2 .

Further, Gonska and Meier [3] have improved the values of the constants

finding 5/4, respectively 5/8.
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4

j-rØ

uniformly on [0,1], for anY cr' ì 0'

Finally, we mention two important papers: tll and t?l' F the former' Della

Vecchia elaborated a w"ll-informed syntheùs of the principal results obtained in

the theory of uniform apiroximation óf .otttitt tous frrnctions by means of various

,iur.., of lirr*u, positive operators of D' D' Stancu' and in the latter Di Lorenzo

and Occorsio achieved a systematic presentation of Stancu poþomials Pj")'
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They proved the following limiting relation

lim 1p{"r )iU;*)= lQ)+(,/(1)--f(0)) x'

where u(x-¡=(*-dlr)@-d,,)...(¡ -d;t). It is clear that for anym<k,

(Lt e,) (x) = e^(x). Forx : 0, this implies (Lt e)(0) = I and (Lre^) (0) = 0 for

l3m</r. On the other hand, we can write

tLß,,)(o) = i. , . (:,t)u df-' k

' ?^ (du - d,) .t ..-(dr - Ð= å "tt' 
k) d'' '

r¡hich leads us to (3).

By using the coefficients defined Ly (2),\'c are able to form a linear combi-

nation of Stancu operators as follows:

k

(4) QÏ,.0Ð(') = å 
cQ,k)QJil ¡¡f*¡'

For d,, = l, one obtains Dl,.u = P,j") ' Also, we have (Di,rÍ) (ru ) = f (x')

for x,, = 0 and )il = 1' '

T'HEOREM 1. The following identities

(5) Dfi,rer=eç,, Dfi.oe,=e1, Df,*er=å', *f7',
hold.

Proof'Takingintoaccountthenextidel.'tities[10,Lenrma4.l]

(P1.,") ro) (r) = l, (]',!,") t,) (x) = x,

t i x(r- xù .l
(Pl^")'r) f") = 

r *ãl}a- + x(x+a)) ,

and the relation (4), we easily obtain the tlesired result'

At this point, we introduce the s-th order central moments of the operator

P)"), thatis F,,r(o; x) = (P,i")qi ) (x), where I x = et - xeo'

It should bc mentioned that the recufÏence relation for the central moments

of the Markov-Pólya distribution has been established by D' D. Staneu [12]'

LENflvIA1'.Letuscßsumethat0<u.Thefollolvingidentity
[stzl 

: [o' l]'(6) m'¡t,,,(a;tl = 
,I, 

0",, (cr; x)m' , m)1, s 2 0, x e

holds, tvherc 0",, (o; x) are polyno:nials in x of degree less than or equal to s'

proof. Knorving that the opcrator P,iu) is i,rteqrolatory at both sides of the

interval [0,11, (6) becomes true for x : 0 ¡nd 'r : L

3.A' NEW RESULT

Int6]itwastreatedalinearcombinationoftheiteratesofStancu
polynomials defrned by the operatorial formula Si'ti= I -(I - Pj")¡k =

t (tr\
=f {-t)'-'[iJtfJ'')i, where .I represents the identity operator' 'Sff,* gives a

better approximation than Pjo) =S'î'r for sufficiently smooth firnctions' For the

same operator Pjo) we study here another type of linear combinations based on

*'*ïi*ï;i,:î:,tj:i""iîtÏ',,,-+ 
R, e,(x) =xi ,i20. Let ds,d1, . ,d,

be ,t + 1 ,arbitrary, fixed and distinct positive integers' We defure

(2) c(0'0)=1 and c(i,k)=dlfl (d¡-d)-t ' k+0'
j=:'

These coefficients enjoy the properties

kk
(3) E,Q,k)=l; Z "G,k)d;^ =g' l<m<k'

i=0 i=0

Indeed, let us take Lof the Lagrange interpolating poþomial correspond-

ing to the function/and the nodes di t ,i = 0, k,

k

(LoÐ(') = I
i=0

u(x)
t@;'),

(, - d,'>frfa;'l
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TrmonEu 2. Let us assume that 0<a(m)-+0 ar m-)Ø, For any s)l one

has

ll 
,;,-r; 

ll 
= o(,-(0.'' ), m-) Ø,

where ll.ll stands for the sup norm on C[0, l].

Proof. By using relations (4) and (6), we get

(DT,.,,q'r) (x) = f ,ç¡,k) Ito,^,,(cr; x) =
j=0

= f ,U, k) (d,m)-"1' r",, (u; x) (d,m)i =
,r=0 i=0

= t 'ç' 0",, (cr;x) $ 
"r 

¡. ¿.¡J_.
*o*t ,Lu, ^s-i-(k+l) ,-t* 

' ' ' ,t; ,

According to (3), we have f ,U,k)¿-('-il =0 for s-l=1, 2,"',k' We
j =0

shall consider s - I > k + l. Taking into account (7), we further write

l(o,i,oçl ) (.r)l< #'2t0",,(u; ",'å þU, k)l# t#,
where y is a constant that depends on the numbers s,d1¡,d1,...,d0 but is inde-

pendent of m.The result follows'

TmOn¡U 3. Let us ctssume that O<s(m)-+Q as m-)d).If f is bounded on

10, ll and is 2k +2 times dffirentiable at some point x ef\,l), then

l@N.kÐ(t) -,f (t) I 
< C om-$nt),

where C¡ is, a constant that depends on k'

Proof. By using the Taylor expansion tol we can write for all r e [0, ll

r (t) = I @) +'l' t"' :*' (t - x)' + (t - x)2k*2 h(t - x¡,
i, 7t'

where ft is bounded and lim h(u) = 0' By virtue of the linearity of the operator

Dfi.o andby relations (4) and (5) we obtain

2k +2 t(r\ k

( Di,. o Ð Q) - .f ( r) = 
I_=, # ( DÏ'. u Q',) ( ¡ ) + Z, u"u, 

Ð( P ::',!, R, k.r', ) ( x )'
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' Next,.we consider only 0 <N<|, We recall an old result concerning the

Bemstein operators t'." t¿,"s l'5, pp. 13_ 14]). If we consider the expressions

,(m\'iI

T^.,(x)=å [T 
r'(1-r)'-'(i -mx)', the¡r for a fixed s'T^,"(x) is a polyno-

mialinxandm;inxofdegree(s'inrrofdegee[s/2].Thuswecanwrite
ls lzl

T^,,(x)='f 0",, (x) m' , where Q",, are polynomials in x of degree ( s' indepen-

i=0

dent of n. By using the relation (1), we have

r/t' þ ^,r(o; 
x) =

"(

x , l-s ._-|-_|
ts. (1_f) " T,,,(t) dt =

1
I

J
0x l-x

cf, ü,

l¡

' 1rã-'
0

L¡ l-¡

J r;-'{t - r); tk dt =
0!:Il

CL ,/

I Is/2]

lm
l-r -

--l(1-r) " 0,,r (r) d/
i=0

For any integer É ) 1, we can write

I

,( x

a(L*k,L¿l
\cr d, /

B
x 1-x\
_ 

-l
c[' a )

k-lil
B

x l-x
-;-

j=0

ct, ct
c{,

which represents a poþomial in x of degree ,t. The above identities complete the

proof of our lemma.

We fi,rther assume that 0 < ü' = cr'("?) + 0 as m-+ @' Keeping the nota-

tions used in the above proof, for s21, it results O,'i(0)=0 and we can put

0,,,(t) =f a,,,,oto. The coefficients ø",,,¿ are independent of a' For x e[0'1]

k=l

and 0 < cr we have

10,,,(c¿;")l< i lo",,.olfi i#lsó,,¡,
,t=l j=0 t-rJUL

where b,,, = t'îãx1.r <,ld",¡, r l. Now, we can state the following result:

Lelcr¡e 2, If 0 <a(m)-+ 0 as fil-) Ø, then there exßts a constant þ,', such thnt

(7) 10,,, (a;x)ll þ",i , x e [o' l]'
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ON TTTE MONOTONE CONVERGENCE
OF AN EULER-CTIEBYSIIEFF.TYPE METHOD

IN PARTIALLY ORDERED TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

IOANNIS K. ARGYROS

1,INTRODUCTION

- In this study we are concemed with the problem of approximating a solution
x. ofthe nonlinear operator equation

(l) F(x) = 0

in a linear space 81, where F is defined on a convex subset D of D1 with values in
a linear space 82.

We have recently shown thât if .El arid Ezare Bànach spaces, then under stan-
dard Newton-Kantorovich hypotheses the Euler-Chebysheff-type method of the fonn

(2) ln=xn-lxn,xn]-'¡'(r,)
(3) xn+1= yn -f)ín,xnf-'(fx,,!,f-l_x,,x,l)(yn-xn) xo eD (n20)

converges with order almost three to a locally unique solution x* ç D of equation
(1). Here [x,y] denotes a divided difference of order one, which is a linear operator.

we introduce and study the monotone convergence of the iterations {a,} and

{x,l @ > 0) given by

(4) F(a,)+fxn,xnl(wn -u,¡=g
(5) F(x,) +fxn, xnl(yn - x^) = 0

(6) (fx,,!nl-[x,, x,f)(un-u,)+fx,,xnl(u,*,-w,)=0
and

(7) (lxn,l,f-lx,,x,l)(y, -xn)+lxn,x,f(x,*t-U)=0
to approximate a solution x* of equation (l).

(1991) AMS (MOS) Subject Classif¡cation Codes. 65H10, 6SJl5, 49D15, 47H17

rvhere Rro*r.', = 9',0 
*'h(' - x). Choos ing s ='2k + 2' in (6)' from the boundness of

h, Lemma 2 md the Cauchy inequality it results that there exists a constant y

which depends on fr and d; such that

QlÏ)Rru.r.") (x) < Ym-(k+r) ' l

Theorem 3 follows from (3) and Theorem 2'
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